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Overview
Guide Description
This How to guide takes you step by step through the process to setup a Web@Work Secure Browser
with App Tunneling capabilities.

Special Considerations
The following should be completed prior to configuring App Tunneling:


Complete setup of AppTunnel Sentry, ensure the IP is publically accessible



Register Sentry for AppTunnel name in the DNS



Installing a 3rd party SSL certificate is recommended



Open port 443 inbound to AppTunnel Sentry



Open ports 443 or 80 between AppTunnel Sentry and internal Web servers
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Configuration Overview
1) Enable Web@Work
2) Determine certificate for tunnel authentication
3) Set up PKI integration (SCEP proxy, local, Symantec)
4) Configure Sentry
a. Enable AppTunnel
b. Configure the AppTunnel
c.

Configure device authentication method

d. Upload Root CA for Sentry tunnel authentication
5) Create SCEP App Setting
6) Configure Web@Work
7) Configure AppConnect Global policy
8) Import Web@Work app for iOS
9) Upload Web@Work app for Android
10) Validate access to internal sites using Web@Work
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Step-by-Step Configuration Details
1. Enable Web@Work under Core Settings tab

2. Determine certificate for tunnel authentication
NOTE:
If adding Web@Work configuration to existing App Tunnel Sentry, existing App Tunnel CA can be
used.
MobileIron requires customers to use an identity certificate for the authentication between the
device and the AppTunnel Sentry. In this scenario, a unique certificate is created for each user or
device that is leveraging the app tunnel. However, if a shared certificate will satisfy your security
requirements you can also use a single shared certificate for all devices to authenticate the
tunnel.
In our example below we have chosen to setup an internal CA to generate identity certificates for
each user.
3. Set up PKI integration
The instructions below describe using a Local CA on the Core for generation of Identity
certificates.
a. Navigate to Settings > Local Certificate Authority.
b. Click on Add New > Generate Self-Signed Cert.
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c.

Specify the following:
i. Local CA name
Any logical name for your CA will be fine. For example “AppTunnel CA”
ii. Key Length
Any size is fine as long as it matches the size setting in your SCEP policy
iii. Key Lifetime
This setting determines the lifetime of the CA. We recommend as long a lifetime
as possible. If the CA lifetime expires then all certificates associated with this CA
will need to be re-issued from a new CA.
iv. Issuer Name
This is an X509 formatted name which will be inserted into the certificate.
Typically we recommend matching the Local CA name is some fashion. For
example, “CN=AppTunnel CA, CN=MobileIron, CN=com”.
NOTE: This name cannot match your SCEP configuration subject name

d.
e.
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Click Generate.
On the following page match Signature Algorithm and click Save.
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d. For your recently created Local CA, click View Certificate.
e. Copy the full certificate and paste into a file. This is your Local CA’s root certificate which
you will need for your Sentry configuration later:
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4. Configure Sentry
a. Navigate to Settings > Sentry
b. Go to Add New > Standalone Sentry
c.

Set the following details:
i.

Sentry Host Name
NOTE: The Sentry Hostname MUST be Fully Qualified and externally accessible
because this is what the devices will point to for Web@Work access. To address
connectivity issues you may want to consider using a static host entry to map the
external name to the internal IP of the Sentry. See Appendix A for more info.

ii.

Select Enable AppTunnel

iii.

In the Device Authentication Configuration section, set the following:
1. Choose Identity Certificate from the Device Authentication drop-down
menu.
2. Upload your Local CA’s trusted root certificate. This is the root CA
certificate you saved in step 3) above.
3. MobileIron recommends enabling Check Certificate revocation List
(CRL). This ensures any revoked certificates from your Local CA are not
allowed to be authenticated by the Sentry.

iv.

In the AppTunnel Configuration section, set the following for Web@Work:
1. Select the “Add +”
2. Click in the Service Name column and select <ANY> from the dropdown menu.
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3. Click in the Server Auth column and select Pass Through.

Screenshots below:

d. Click Save
In the Sentry listing screen click View Certificate. This allows the Core to learn the server
certificate of the Sentry
NOTE:
This is only needed if the Sentry is using a self-signed certificate.
3rd party SSL certificates are recommended for Production deployments
e. Upload 3rd party signed SSL certificate to the Sentry via Settings > Sentry > Manage
Certificates
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5. Create SCEP App Setting
a. Navigate to the Policies & Configs tab.
b. Click Add New > SCEP.
NOTE:
Create separate AppTunnel SCEP profiles for iOS and Android devices
Select “Cache locally generated keys” for both iOS and Android
c.

Set up the SCEP policy with all relevant details. Details that must be set properly (see
image below):
i. Select “Cache locally generated keys”
ii. Setting Type: Local CA
iii. Local CA: <App Tunnel CA> Created in Step 3 above
iv. Subject should be set to “CN=$USERID$”.
v. Subject Common Name Type should be “None”
i. First Subject Alternate Name should be set to “NT Principal Name” with value of
“$USER_UPN$”
ii. Second Subject Alternate Name should be set to “Distinguished Name” with
value of “$USER_DN$”
iii. Key Size must match the key size of your Local CA

Screenshot below:
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6. Configure Web@Work
NOTE:
Create separate Web@Work configs for iOS and Android devices

a. Navigate to Policies &Configs > Configurations
b. Go to Add New > Web@Work
c.

Enter a Name as desired for the configuration

d. Add AppTunnel information under AppTunnel Rules
i.
4/23/2015

Select the “Add +”
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ii.

Define your Sentry’s external URL in the “Sentry” field

iii.

For the “Service” column select <ANY>

iv.

Specify a URL wildcard. In our example we use “*.mobileiron.com” which will only
create a tunnel for web traffic matching mobileiron.com.

v.

Specify the port. Leave blank for standard traffic (i.e. https on 443, http on 80).

e. For the “Identity Certificate” dropdown select the appropriate SCEP profile
f.

Set bookmarks if desired
i.

Select the “Add +” under Bookmarks section

ii.

Enter a Bookmark name and the URL

g. Save Configuration and assign it to label

Screenshot below:
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7. Configure AppConnect Global Policy
NOTE:
Configure separate AppConnect Global Policies for iOS and Android devices
Use existing AppConnect Global Policies if already configured for other AppConnect apps

a. Navigate to the Policies tab.
b. Go to Add New> AppConnect.
c.

Select Enabled for AppConnect.

d. In the Data Loss Prevention Policies section enable Authorize for Apps without an
AppConnect container policy.
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e. Assign AppConnect Policy to label

8. Import Web@Work app for iOS
a. Import Docs@Work app to Core App Distribution Library and assign to label
b. The app can be configured to install on device enrollment by selecting “Send installation
request on device registration or sign-in” in Application properties.
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9. Upload Web@Work app for Android
a. Upload the Secure Apps Manager and Web@Work for Android to the Core and assign to the
label.
Screenshot below:

10. Validate access to internal sites using Web@Work
a. If device is connected to internal Wi-Fi, disable Wi-Fi connection
b. On your device open the Secure Browser
c.

Attempt to access an internal site

d. In the MobileIron admin portal, navigate to the Apps tab.
e. Select App Tunnels. You should see an entry for your device
Screenshot below:
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Appendix A: Deploying an AppTunnel in an HA configuration
When deploying the App Tunnel Sentry in an HA configuration follow the procedure below. The
challenge you will face is in the mapping of external to internal hostnames or IPs. Because of this the
procedure below will solve this limitation.
Assumptions/Examples:


Deploying 2 Sentries which are only accessible to the Core via an internal IP address



External name being used: sentry.company.com

1) On Core, add a static host entry for sentry.company.com to point to sentry1 internal IP
2) On Core, add a static host entry for sentry2.company.com to point to sentry2 internal IP
3) External DNS should publish sentry.company.com as the external IP of the LB VIP (or external
IPs of each of the Sentries if you are using DNS round Robin in place of the LB)
4) Certificate on the Sentries should both be the same and be mapped to the external address
(sentry.company.com)
5) When configuring the AppTunnel for Web@Work, be sure to select “sentry.company.com” in the
Sentry drop down. For example:

6) The load balancer should be configured to host the VIP for sentry.company.com. Both Sentries
should be part of the load balancer pool.
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7) The load balancer should NOT terminate the SSL traffic and simply balance based on layer 4
traffic. This is required because the Sentry will always be using certificates for authenticating the
tunnel.

Appendix B: Deploying an AppTunnel in front of an Explicit Proxy
As of Sentry 4.9, Sentry to proxy authentication is supported by specifying the Sentry IP address in the
proxy. In this configuration, all the traffic to the Sentry tunnels to an Explicit Forward Proxy where access
control lists and white lists are configured. This configuration addresses enterprise compliance and
situations where traffic is required to go through a proxy server. Additionally, network traffic is simplified
from the Sentry to enterprise resources because instead of having to open multiple ports, the firewall
must only be opened from the Sentry to the proxy and the proxy can direct the traffic to the correct
enterprise resource.
Note the following parameters under which this is currently supported:
o

Requires Sentry 4.9 and above

o

Only AppTunnel traffic is supported at this time

o

Only BlueCoat ProxySG is supported at this time

1) Configure Explicit Proxy Support
a. Navigate to Settings > Sentry.
b. Either add a new Standalone Sentry or edit an existing Sentry for App Tunneling.
c.

In the App Tunneling Configuration section, expand the Server-side Proxy area.

d.

Enter the host name or IP address of the proxy where traffic will be redirected.

e. Enter the port of the proxy – this port must be open for communication between
Sentry and Proxy.
f.
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NOTE:
o

MobileIron does not support proxies that require authentication

o

When specifying the AppTunnel services you can choose to route it through the proxy or not

Appendix C: Using Advanced Traffic Control with Web@Work
There are some circumstances where having the ability to restrict access to internal or external websites
is a requirement. This can be achieved by implementing ATC rules on the Sentry.
Please see the KB for additional information.
https://help.mobileiron.com/customer/articles/MI_Article/Using-Advanced-Traffic-Control-with-Web-Work
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